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1. Introduction 
Our aim is to point out some phenomena that are instructive in relation to 
coherence problems. For instance, MacLane and the author established in [lo] a 
coherence result for the following structure: a symmetric monoidal closed category 
V, two V-categories A and B, two V-functors T, S : A+ B, and a V-natural 
transformation k:T+ S. The (small) models of this structure are the objects of a 
category Str with an isomorphism-reflecting forgetful functor U: Str + Cat3, sending 
(V, A, B, T, S, k) to the triple (v, zZ,CZ3), where these are the ordinary categories 
underlying V, A, B; a map in Str consists of functors ‘cr-, -Y’, d + X, 3 + 3” which 
strictly preserve the extra structure. A simple example of our observations below is 
that this forgetful functor U, although it certainly has a left adjoint F, is not monadic. 
This lack of monadicity may be traced to the fact that two of the axioms are not 
equational in the appropriate, internal, sense. A consequence is that these two 
axioms have no effect whatsoever on the question of which diagrams commute; the 
coherence problem without them is the same as that with them. 
The phenomenon of non-monadicity presents itself, in the examples we consider, 
whenever a horn-like datum (in the above case, the ‘Y-valued horn of A or of B) is not 
accompanied by a left-adjoint tensor-like counterpart. If the above structure is 
further enriched by requiring A and B to be tensored, the non-monadicity disappears 
- and this although the “bad” axioms are still there. Thus the mere presence of such 
axioms does not by itself imply non-monadicity, which must be proved in each case; 
the point being that another presentation, this time purely equational, may exist. 
The simplest structure with which to illustrate the phenomena - because it is a 
structure borne by a single underlying category - is that of a (merely, or non- 
monoidal) closed category in the sense of [2]. The rarity of this structure in natural 
examples is irrelevant to the present illustrative use of it, reflecting only the fact that 
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practical considerations demand of a “base category” V a degree of “completeness” 
not necessarily required of V-based categories like A and B. 
From another point of view a closed structure is not a simple one at all: it is much 
more “rigid” than the V-structures on A and B above, in that the internal-horn plays 
a double role, being at once the main structure on 7r and the Y-valued horn of V; just 
as a ring is a more rigid structure than a module. It is comparable in complexity to a 
monoidal closed structure; but its coherence problem, raising the new question of 
how to handle horns without tensors, long presented a challenge to coherence 
techniques, until its solution [l l] by Laplaza. Our conclusions for this structure, 
using his results, are correspondingly deeper than those for the structures first 
mentioned above, and they answer a conjecture made by the author in Section 5.3 of 
[51. 
2. Categories with structure 
We briefly recall some basic notions. By an essentially algebraic structure we mean 
one whose models may be identified with those functors, from a given small category 
into Set, which send certain given finite cones to limit-cones; informally, a structure is 
essentially algebraic if its definition requires only finite limits. Besides this syntactic 
characterization there is a semantic one: a category consists of the models for such a 
structure, with the structure-preserving maps, if and only if it is locally finitely 
presentable in the sense of Gabriel-Ulmer [3]. The dual of the full subcategory 
determined by the finitely-presentable models then provides an “absolute” form of 
the theory; it is finitely complete, and the category of left-exact functors from it to Set 
may again be identified with the category of models. 
If we understand “theory” in this absolute sense, there is a bijection between maps 
of theories -meaning left exact functors between them -and those functors between 
the corresponding categories of models that preserve all limits and filtered colimits. 
Such a functor is said to be algebraic; it always has a left adjoint, but is not in general 
monadic. 
The algebraic structures are those essentially algebraic ones whose definition 
requires only finite products (so that, informally, “the operations are every- 
where defined”). They may be distinguished semantically by the fact that the 
category of models admits a monadic algebraic functor to some power SetX of 
Set. Categories are an example of an essentially algebraic, but not algebraic, 
structure. 
By an X-indexed family of categories with extra structure, we mean some essentially 
algebraic structure, together with some assigned isomorphism-reflecting algebraic 
functor U from the category Str of its models to the power CatX of Cat. In general 
this structure, like that of categories, will not be algebraic; our concern is rather with 
the “relative algebraicity” of the extra structure, by which we mean the monadicity 
of the “forgetful” functor U: Str-, Catx. 
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To abbreviate, we confine our remarks to extra structures borne by a single 
category &. A syntactic description of the structures for which U: Str-, Cat is 
monadic was given by the author in (the unpublished) [7]. The “arity” of a basic 
operation is (not a natural number but) a finitely-presentable small category c. A 
c-ary basic operation is a function from the ser Cat(c, d) either to the set ob d or to 
the set mor d; and the former can, if one wishes, be subsumed under the latter. The 
basic operations generate deriued ones in a straightforward way. Then an axiom is an 
equation, either in ob d or in mor &, between derived operations. 
If F: Cat + Str denotes the left adjoint of U, it is easy in these monadic cases to 
describe F93, for a category 3, by generators and relations. First, we add in the 
objects and morphisms of 6% as new operations, of appropriate arities, and add in the 
commuting diagrams of $B as new axioms. Then the objects of F93 are the formal 
words in the object-valued operations, modulo the object-valued equations; with a 
similar statement for the morphisms of F93. Getting F93 expficifly thus involves two 
word-problems, one for the objects and one for the morphisms; it may be called the 
coherence problem for the given structure. Since the object-part is usually easy in 
practical examples, the “coherence problem” is commonly taken to mean the 
morphism-part: deciding which diagrams commute on account of (or can be “filled in 
by”) the axiom-diagrams. For a recent explicit example, see [8]. 
The structures considered in the present paper are of a very special kind: the 
operations are given by functors of the form d” x (dop)” + d and by the generalized 
natural transformations of [l], with the variables from LZ! linked only in pairs, and 
with composable natural transformations never being incompatible in the sense of 
[l]. Such early coherence results as [13], [9], [lo] and [12] all dealt with such 
structures; and were formulated, not in terms of commuting diagrams in FB, but in 
terms of commuting diagrams of natural transformations. 
The connexion between these two formulations, in the case of such structures, was 
established by the author in [4] and [5], in the monadic case where the axioms are 
either equations between iterates of the basic functors or commutativity require- 
ments on diagrams of natural transformations. For these structures, the free model 
Fl on the unit category 1 has as its objects the formal iterates of (the names of) the 
structural functors, modulo the equations between these; while its morphisms are the 
formal composites of expansions of (the names of) the structural natural trans- 
formations, modulo the commuting-diagram axioms. There is a functor r with 
domain Fl, assigning to each formal functor its “arity” and to each formal natural 
transformation its “type” or “graph”. The pair X= (Fl, r), called the club for the 
structure, is a monoid in a certain monoidal category having an action 0 on Cat; and 
the free model F&B on any B is X 0 $?8. Thus in these cases FL33 can be read off from 
Fl, knowledge of r being automatic. (For a recent discussion of the non-exten- 
dability of this analysis to slightly more general structures, see Section 10 of [8].) 
The author conjectured in [5, Section 5.31 that, in some cases, the addition of extra 
axioms not of the above two kinds would not alter the coherence problem by causing 
any more diagrams to commute. We verify this in our examples in the following 
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precise form: for any category 9, the free model F3 of the structure withour the 
extra axioms does in fact automatically satisfy them. 
3. Closed categories 
As defined in [2], with a particular underlying functor to Set as part of the data, a 
closed category was not even an essentially algebraic structure. We replace that 
definition by the following, virtually equivalent, essentially algebraic one. A closed 
category consists of a category ‘If, a functor [ , ] : &VP x V+ V; an object I of 7f, and 
natural transformations (in the sense of [l]) L: [B, Cl+ [[A, B], [A, Cl], j: I + 
[A, A], and i:A + [I, A], subject to the following axioms, the first four of which are 
diagrams displayed on p. 429 of [2]: 
(I) A pentagonal diagram involving five occurrences of L commutes. 
(II) A triangular diagram involving L, j, and j commutes. 
(III) A triangular diagram involving L, i, and i commutes. 
(IV) A triangular diagram involving L, i, and i commutes. 
(V) ir =jr:I+[I, I]. 
(VI) iA: A + [I, A] is an isomorphism. 
(VII) The function (Y: Y(A, B) + ‘V(I, [A, B]), sending f: A + B to the composite 
[l, f]i,, is a bijection. 
The first five axioms, asserting the commutativity of diagrams in S’, are of the kind 
known to produce monadicity. The sixth axiom is easily made so: we just introduce a 
new natural transformation T: [I, A] --, A into the data, and replace (VI) by the two 
equations 17 = 1 and iT= 1. The seventh is not of this kind, being an isomorphism not 
in ‘If but in Set. Certainly we can define an ~7 in the inverse sense to LY, and replace 
(VII) by the equations aE = 1 and Ea = 1; which does show the structure to be 
essentially algebraic. But then E is only a partially-defined operation, not defined on 
all of some Cat(c, 3”) as required for monadicity. Of course, as we said in Section 1, 
the impossibility of replacing (VII) by a suitably-equational axiom is not obvious, but 
requires proof. 
We call the evidently-monadic structure defined by the same data, and by all the 
axioms except (VII), a formal closed calegory. (This is why we included axiom (V); it is 
a consequence of the other axioms when (VII) is present, but not without it.) What we 
shall prove is: 
Theorem 1. The free formal closed category FB on any category 93 is in fact closed. 
If U and U’ denote the forgetful functors to Cat from formal closed categories and 
from closed categories respectively, with respective left adjoints F and F’, it follows 
that F’%’ is just F53, and that the monads UF and U’F’ on Cat coincide. The algebras 
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for this monad are formal closed categories, since these are known to be monadic. 
Now not all formal closed categories are closed: consider any category -7f with an 
initial object, which we take as I; define [A, B] = B, so that [ , ] is the projection 
functor; take L and i to be identities, and j to be the unique map from Z to [A, A]; 
then L, i, j are clearly natural and satisfy axioms (I)-(VI); but axiom (VII) is false 
unless “cr is the trivial groupoid. Hence we conclude: 
Corollary 2. The forgetful functor from closed categories to categories is not monadic. 
Before proving Theorem 1 we consider what happens if we enrich the structure by 
requiring [ , ] to have a left adjoint 0. This added structure is purely equational: one 
gives the functor 0: ‘v x -T-+ 7f and natural transformations d: A + [B, A OB] and 
e:[A, B]OA +I3 (the unit and counit of the adjunction); then the triangular 
adjunction equations for d and e are new axioms, asserting commutativity of 
diagrams in “v: 
The whole structure is now monadic, even if we retain axiom (VII). For as shown in 
[2, Ch. II, Section 3 and Section 43, we now have another presentation. The giving of 
the natural transformations L, j, i is equivalent to the giving of natural trans- 
formations a:(AOB)OC+AO(BOC), f:ZOA+A, and r:AOZ-,A, respec- 
tively. The axioms (I)-(V) are then equivalent to the usual coherence conditions of 
[13]: namely a pentagon diagram for a; three triangular diagrams for a, I, f, for a, I, r, 
and for a, r, r; and the axiom 1, = rr. Axiom (VI) is equivalent to the assertion that r is 
an isomorphism; and axiom (VII) to the assertion that 1 is an isomorphism -so that 
this new axiom (VII) is now “equational”. (The structure is still not a monoidal closed 
category, since a is not an isomorphism.) 
Proof of Theorem 1. Formal closed categories, whether with or without a 0 as 
above, are structures of the kind considered in [5], which were there shown to arise 
from a club provided no “incompatible” composites occur. If they fail to occur for 
formal-closed-categories-with-O, they fail a fortiori to occur in the substructure of 
formal closed categories. But formal-closed-categories-with-@ are obtained from 
the purely covariant structure (‘%‘, 0, Z, a, I, r), with the corresponding forms of 
axioms (I)-(VI), just by adding a right adjoint (1. , 3, d, e) for 0. It was proved in [6] 
that adding right adjoints to such a covariant structure can never introduce incompa- 
tibilities. Hence formal closed categories arise from a club 3%. 
Now denote by G the following category of “graphs”. An object P is a finite string 
of + and - signs; P* is the same string with the signs reversed; P@Q is the 
concatenation of the strings P and Q. A morphism in G from P to Q is a 
fixed-point-free involution on the entries of P*@Q, each pair of mates being of 
opposite signs. Composition is as defined in [9, Section 21, where essentially the same 
category was considered, except that the objects were modified to suit the purpose 
there; this is the composition “ignoring closed loops”. As there, G is a formal closed 
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category, and in fact a symmetric monoidal closed one. (For an alternative descrip- 
tion, cf. [8, Section 31.) 
Laplaza’s results in [ 1 l] concern the free formal closed category FX on a discrete 
set X. His Proposition 1 guarantees that the function (Y of axiom (VII) is a surjection 
when -Y= FX. His Proposition 11 asserts in effect that the structure-preserving 
functor r: FX --, G, sending each element of X to the string (+), is faithful. This 
implies that the a for 7f = FX is an injection, since that for 7f = G is. Hence FX is a 
closed category; and in particular Fl is. 
For any category 93, we have F&3 = LY 0 93. By the definition of 0, an object of YZ 0 .k% 
is an expression T[A,, . . . , A,] where T is an object of Fl, where n is the length of 
the string fl, and where the Ai are objects of 93. A map in xo 9 from 
TCA,, . . . , An1 to GA,+,, . . . , Antml is a map f: T+S in Fl together with maps 
gii: Ai + Aj in 9 for each pair of mates (i, i) under the involution 6 = rJ Since the 
morphism 5‘ of G is not essentially different, as an involution, from its image under 
the LY of G, it follows at once that the 
of X0 93 is also a bijection. 0 
4. Enriched categories 
Similar considerations to those of Section 3 apply to the structure first mentioned 
in the Introduction, and to substructures of it. 
Let V = (v, 0, Z, [ 1, a, I, r, c, d, e) be a symmetric monoidal closed category; 
here c is the symmetry A OB = BOA, and the other data are as before. A 
V-category A, as defined in [2], did not start out by being a category: there were just 
its objects, a ‘Y-valued horn A(-, -), a composition-law M’ and a unit-law i’ (the 
primes to distinguish here from the i and so on of V), and three appropriate 
equational axioms (expressing associativity and two-sided unity by commuting 
diagrams in *Y). The existence of an underlying ordinary category &, with the same 
objects, and with &(A, B) given to within isomorphism by Y(Z, A(A. B)), was then 
automatic. 
If, however, we want to consider the forgetful functor to Cat* sending (V, A) to 
(V, a-d), and to describe the extra structure in the natural-transformation terms of [5], 
the equivalent alternative definition of [2, Ch. II, Theorem 8.21 is more appropriate. 
Here we start with &4 as a cafegory, require A(-, -) to be a funcror &” x d --* Y, 
require M’ and i’ to be natural, and have the three equational axioms as before. 
However we now need one new axiom, analogous to (VII) and not expressing an 
equation in “L^ or d: 
(VIII) The function (r’ : &(A, B) + V(Z, A(A, B)), sending f : A + B to A(l, f)&, 
is a bijection. 
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Once again the whole structure becomes monadic over Cat* if we require a left 
adjoint 0’: Yxd-, & to A(-, -). For then M’ and j’ can be replaced by natural 
transformations a’:(XOY)O’A+XO’(Y@‘A) and l’:I@‘A+A, the three 
diagram-axioms are equivalent to the usual coherence conditions for an action (cf. 
[4, pp. 87-88]), and (VIII) is equivalent o the requirement hat 1’ be an isomorphism. 
(A is still not a tensored V-category, for a’ is not an isomorphism. It is so precisely 
when 0’ is a V-left-adjoint, not a mere left adjoint, to A(-, -).) 
That (VIII) is not a consequence of the other axioms is clear, since we could, 
without changing A(-, -), M’, or i’, replace d by its discrete set of objects. 
What we prove in this case is: 
Theorem 3. The forgetful functor to Cat’, from the structure given by a symmetric 
monoidal closed category V and a V-category A, is not monadic; for the free models of 
the corresponding equational structure without Axiom (VIII) in fact satisfy this axiom. 
Again, although a V-functor T: A+ B as defined in [2] did not start out by being a 
functor, we may use the equivalent definition of [2, Ch. II, Proposition 8.31, in which 
T consists of a functor T:d+ B together with a natural transformation 
TAB: A(A, B) * B( TA, TB), satisfying the usual two axioms given by commuting 
diagrams in 7r. Similarly, by [2, Ch. I, Proposition 10.11, a V-natural transformation 
k: T+ S: A+ B can be defined as a natural transformation k: T + S rendering 
commutative the usual diagram in ‘v: 
Theorem 4. The analogue of Theorem 3 holds for the forgetfulfunctor to Cat3 from the 
structure given by a symmetric monoidalclosed category V, two V-categories A and B, 
and a V-functor T: A+ B; and similarly for the structure which has a second 
V-functor S : A + B and a V-natural transformation k : T --, S; the axiom (VIII) both 
for A and for B holding in the free models of the-structure-without-it. 
Proof of Theorems 3 and 4. As in the proof of Theorem 1, the structures without 
Axiom (VIII) are of the kind considered in [5], and are seen in the same way to arise 
from a club, this time of the two-category or three-category kind; and it suffices to 
prove that the free model F(1, 1) or F(1, 1,l) on the appropriate number of unit 
categories satisfies (VIII). Instead of [ll] we now use the coherence result of [lo], 
which amounts to a partial determination of F(1, 1, l), sufficient for our purposes. 
We write the proof for the structure V, A, B, T, S, k. 
Denoting F(1, 1,1) by V, A, B, . . . , write 1, l’, 1” for the images in W; ~4, .9 of the 
unique objects of the three categories 1. The result of [lo] looked only at maps in Y, 
not in d or $3; but these have very few maps, which can be given at once. d has the 
unique object 1’ and only the identity map. 9? has objects l”, Tl’, and Sl’; and 
besides the identity maps has only k = kI, : Tl’+ Sl’. But by the results of [lo], there 
is in -Y’exactly one map from I to each of A(l’, l’), B(l”, l”), B( Tl’, Tl’), B(Sl’, Sl’), 
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and B(Tl’, Sl’) - namely j’, i”, Tj’, Sj’, and the map a”(k) corresponding to k, 
respectively; and none from I to such objects as B(l”, 23’). The theorem follows at 
once. 0 
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